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What’s New 
• Robust 1H22 operating metrics expected to continue 

in 2H22, corporate travel demand the next swing 
factor 

• Close correlation seen with VIX and ARAHT; stock 
could head higher as travel fever continues 

• Estimates tweaked to account for recent divestments 
and capex  

• Trading at 0.7x P/NAV with 7.1%/ 12.1% yield; 
maintain BUY call and TP of US$0.70 

Source of all data on this page: Company, DBS Bank, Bloomberg Finance 

L.P. 

Shooting for the stars!   
 

Investment Thesis 
Maintain BUY with unchanged TP of US$0.70. Recent sector-

wide data shows a front-end loaded recovery unfolding as 

the summer break works its magic this holiday season. 

ARAHT’s US hotel portfolio is best poised amongst the S-

REITs to ride on this travel demand uptrend, propelling an 

uplift in RevPAR, which we think will drive a share price re-

rating. 

  

Encouraged by the positive operating leverage observed for 

ARAHT; likely to sustain. As the pent-up travel demand 

momentum translates to higher revenues, we note a better 

flow-through on every incremental dollar. Hence, we expect 

the outsized bottom-line growth relative to top-line growth to 

continue as we enter 3Q22, which is typically the best 

performing quarter on the back of the peak summer season.  

  

Lean select service model should ensure higher profitability. 

ARAHT’s select service operating format continues to help 

alleviate cost pressures from heightened costs of labour and 

utilities, which is highly positive in an inflationary 

environment and tight job market.   

 

Valuation: 

Our DCF-based TP of US$0.70 is based on a WACC of 7.46% 
and terminal growth rate of 2.25%. 

 

Where we differ: 

We are more optimistic about ARAHT’s recovery trajectory.  

 

Key Risks to Our View: 

Lower-than-expected surge in travel demand going forward. 

 
At A Glance  
Issued Capital (m shrs) 568 

Mkt. Cap (US$m/US$m) 270 / 270 

Major Shareholders (%)  

Fairshore Asset Mgmt Co 9.5 

Yu Duan 8.5 

Yang Shi Ying 8.0 

Free Float (%) 74.0      

3m Avg. Daily Val (US$m) 0.05 

GIC Industry : Real Estate / Equity Real Estate Investment (REITs) 
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Forecasts and Valuation  

 FY Dec (US$m)  2021A 2022F 2023F 2024F 

Gross Revenue 131 151 178 191 
Net Property  Inc 38.1 46.8 56.1 60.1 
Total Return  (13.8) 3.40 10.9 14.4 
Distribution  Inc 2.02 19.3 32.9 35.7 
EPU (US cts.) (2.4) 0.59 1.88 0.0 
EPU Gth (%) 85 nm 221 nm 
DPU (US cts.) 0.36 3.38 5.74 6.18 
DPU Gth (%) nm 850 70 8 
NAV per shr (US cts.) 68.9 68.9 68.9 68.9 
PE (X) nm 81.0 25.2 nm 
Distribution Yield (%) 0.7 7.1 12.1 13.0 
P/NAV (x) 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
Aggregate Leverage (%) 44.3 45.3 45.6 45.9 
ROAE (%) (3.7) 0.9 2.7 3.6 
     
     
Distn. Inc Chng (%):  (28) (6) - 
Consensus DPU (US 

cts.): 

 7.0 22.0 - 
Other Broker Recs:  B: 1 S: 0 H: 0 
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WHAT’S NEW 

Shooting for the stars 

 

Encouraged by the positive operating leverage observed 

for ARAHT; likely to sustain. We note a better flow-through 

on the incremental dollar as ARAHT hotels ramp up to 

cater to the stronger travel demand as a result of pent-up 

demand momentum. In 1H22, a 54% y-o-y growth in gross 

revenue translated to a 95% y-o-y growth in gross 

operating profit and 131% y-o-y growth in net property 

income. We expect the outsized bottom-line growth 

relative to top-line growth to continue as we enter 3Q22, 

which is typically the best performing quarter on the back 

of the peak summer season.  

 

Labour costs kept in check. As ARAHT operates in the 

select service space, only lean staffing is needed, as 

additional amenities such as F&B options are limited. The 

ARAHT hotels are also generally smaller, with 120-150 

rooms, which ensures that housekeepers can keep pace 

with the higher demand. Without a unionised labour force, 

ARAHT is able to adjust its labour force to cater to the 

incoming demand instead of bringing back all of its 

employees full time. This is positive for ARAHT, given that 

labour costs have increased significantly in the US due to 

a tight job market.  

 

Room rates repricing an upside in inflationary 

environment. We continue to like hotels in this inflationary 

environment, as the daily repricing of room rates 

according to demand and supply acts as a natural inflation 

hedge, compared to monthly or annual lease structures 

that are less dynamic. This also allows for revenue growth 

to outpace expense growth; in 1H22, we see that ARAHT’s 

revenue increased 54% y-o-y while operating expenses 

rose only 39% y-o-y.     

 

US Consumer Price Index vs. US Hotel ADR 

(1995=100) 

 Source: U.S. Bureau of Labour Statistics, STR 

 

 

Divestments. The sale of Hyatt Place Chicago Itasca was 

completed on 8 July 2022, and the sale of the four Hyatt 

Place hotels is estimated to be completed in 3Q22. We 

understand that the manager is looking to redeploy the 

proceeds into better performing assets or acquire new 

properties in time. We believe ARAHT will continue to 

optimise its portfolio and divest more of its non-core 

assets that have been underperforming.  

 

Cost of debt. We note that the 81% of debt hedged to 

fixed rates mostly run till 2024. Hence, there will likely be 

no significant increase in interest rates in the next year or 

two. While there may be impact from rising rates on the 

unhedged portion of the company’s debt, the impact is 

substantially mitigated. There are no refinancing 

requirements for the remainder of FY22 and FY23.  

 

Biggest deterrent to travel. We believe that the biggest 

headwind to travel demand is the feeling of fear, which 

could stem from physical, economic, etc. risks. Travel 

demand plunged during the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) 

in 2007-2009 on fears of a recession and job losses, and 

during the COVID-19 pandemic on fears of contracting the 

virus. Hence, we use the VIX Index, which is an estimate of 

the expected volatility of the S&P 500 Index, or more 

commonly known as Wall Street’s “fear gauge”, as a proxy. 

Observing a strong negative correlation of 0.60 between 

the VIX Index and ARAHT’s share price, we see that one of 

the worst dislocations for the hospitality industry is the 

fear factor. With the VIX Index currently hovering at much 

lower levels compared to 2008 levels, we believe that 

travel demand going forward will not be curtailed on 

recessionary fears, given a healthier macroeconomy with 

lower unemployment rates and higher savings levels.   

 

VIX Index vs. ARAHT’s share price (Correlation: -

0.60) 

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., DBS Bank 
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VIX Index  

 Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., DBS Bank 

 

Estimates revision and recommendation 

 

Lower FY22F/23F NPI slightly to US$46.9m/US$56.1m to 

factor in the divestment of the five Hyatt Place hotels that 

had been underperforming.  

Cut FY22F distributable income estimate to US$19.3m 

(prev: US$26.7m) to factor in higher capital expenditure. 

We note that capex for the hospitality industry is 

perpetual due to the nature of the business, and we 

understand from the manager that the higher capex 

amount in FY22 was due to a deferment from the COVID-

19 period. Nonetheless, we still expect a yield of 7.1% for 

FY22F and jumping to 12.1% in FY23F at current share 

price. 

 

Maintain BUY and unchanged TP of US$0.70. We remain 

optimistic about the recovery trajectory on the back of 

travel demand momentum and positive operating 

leverage, and we expect 2H22 performance to be better 

than in 1H22.  

  

Scenario analysis (% recovery vs. pre-COVID-19 levels) 

Scenarios Metrics Yr 2022 Yr 2023 Yr 2024 

Bull RevPAR growth +45% +20% +10% 

 % pre-COVID 100% 112% 124% 

Base RevPAR growth +20% +25% +7% 

 % pre-COVID 85% 105% 112% 

Bear RevPAR growth +0% +20% +20% 

 % pre-COVID 70% 80% 100% 

 

EBITDA Projection Chart (Bull, Base, and Bear Case) (US$m) 

Scenarios 2019A 2020A 2021A 2022F 2023F 2024F 

Bull 14.9 (91.6) (6.0) 21.3 28.7 34.6 

Base 14.9 (91.6) (6.0) 15.7 24.9 28.9 

Bear 14.9 (91.6) (6.0) 7.3 12.8 21.5 

 

DPU (Bull, Base, and Bear Case) (UScts) 

Scenarios 2019A 2020A 2021A 2022F 2023F 2024F 

Bull 4.2 0.0 0.4 4.3 6.4 7.2 

Base 4.2 0.0 0.4 3.4 5.8 6.2 

Bear 4.2 0.0 0.4 2.1 3.9 5.1 

Source: Company, DBS Bank Estimates 

 

Company Background 

ARA US Hospitality Trust (AUHT) is a Singapore-listed 

stapled security which comprises ARA US Hospitality 

Property Trust (ARA H-REIT) and ARA US Hospitality 

Management Trust (ARA H-BT). The trust is the first pure-

play US upscale select service hospitality trust to be listed in 

Singapore and Asia. 
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Historical dividend yield and PB band 

Distribution yield (%)  PB band (x) 

 

 

 
Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., DBS Bank estimates  Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., DBS Bank estimates 
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Income Statement (US$m) 

FY Dec  2020A 2021A 2022F 2023F 2024F 
      
Gross revenue 78.2 131 151 178 191 
Property expenses (67.7) (92.6) (104) (122) (131) 

Net Property  Income 10.5 38.1 46.8 56.1 60.1 
Other Operating expenses (19.6) (25.1) (31.1) (31.2) (31.3) 

Other Non Opg (Exp)/Inc 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Associates & JV Inc 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Net Interest (Exp)/Inc (11.7) (12.2) (12.1) (13.2) (13.4) 
Exceptional Gain/(Loss) (67.0) (5.7) 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Net Income (103) (18.2) 3.64 11.7 15.3 
Tax 8.83 4.34 (0.2) (0.8) (1.0) 

Minority Interest 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Preference Dividend 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Net Income  After Tax  (94.5) (13.8) 3.40 10.9 14.4 
Total Return (94.5) (13.8) 3.40 10.9 14.4 
Non-tax deductible Items 94.5 15.8 15.9 22.0 21.4 
Net Inc available for Dist.  0.0 2.02 19.3 32.9 35.7 

Growth & Ratio      
Revenue Gth (%) (32.0) 67.2 15.8 17.9 7.1 
N Property Inc Gth (%)  (74.5) 264.3 23.0 19.7 7.1 
Net Inc Gth (%) nm 85.4 nm 221.0 31.5 
Dist. Payout Ratio (%) 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Net Prop Inc Margins (%) 13.4 29.1 31.0 31.4 31.4 

Net Income Margins (%) (120.9) (10.6) 2.2 6.1 7.5 
Dist to revenue (%) 0.0 1.5 12.7 18.5 18.7 

Managers & Trustee’s fees 

to sales %)  

25.1 19.2 20.6 17.5 16.4 
ROAE (%) (22.4) (3.7) 0.9 2.7 3.6 
ROA (%) (12.6) (1.8) 0.4 1.4 1.9 
ROCE (%) (3.6) 0.0 2.0 3.2 3.6 

Int. Cover (x) (2.1) 0.0 1.3 1.9 2.1 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Balance Sheet (US$m) 

FY Dec  2020A 2021A 2022F 2023F 2024F 
      
Investment Properties 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Other  LT  Assets 707 739 747 752 758 
Cash  &  ST Invts 26.8 19.2 12.7 14.4 15.1 
Inventory 0.33 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 
Debtors 2.75 4.75 3.02 3.02 3.02 
Other Current Assets 0.0 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 

Total Assets 736 764 763 770 777 
      
ST Debt 

 

0.30 10.3 10.3 10.3 10.3 
Creditor 16.0 17.7 9.45 11.1 11.9 
Other  Current Liab 0.09 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 
LT Debt 354 328 335 341 347 
Other LT Liabilities 16.4 8.36 8.36 8.36 8.36 

Unit holders’  funds 349 400 400 400 400 
Minority Interests 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total Funds & Liabilities 736 764 763 770 777 
      
Non-Cash  Wkg. Capital (13.0) (12.3) (5.8) (7.5) (8.3) 
Net Cash/(Debt) (328) (319) (333) (337) (342) 

Ratio      
Current Ratio (x) 1.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Quick Ratio (x) 1.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Aggregate Leverage (%) 48.2 44.3 45.3 45.6 45.9 

 

Source: Company, DBS Bank 
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Cash Flow Statement (US$m) 

FY Dec  2020A 2021A 2022F 2023F 2024F 
      
Pre-Tax Income (103) (18.2) 3.64 11.7 15.3 
Dep. & Amort. 25.6 24.1 24.1 24.1 24.1 
Tax Paid 0.0 0.80 (0.2) (0.8) (1.0) 

Associates &JV Inc/(Loss) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Chg in Wkg.Cap. 8.55 (1.3) (6.5) 1.69 0.79 
Other Operating CF 67.2 6.22 (8.3) (2.1) (2.8) 

Net Operating CF (2.0) 11.7 12.8 34.6 36.5 
Net Invt in Properties (85.3) 0.0 (7.6) (5.4) (5.7) 
Other Invts (net) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Invts in Assoc. & JV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Div from Assoc. & JVs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Other Investing CF (9.1) (9.3) 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Net Investing CF (94.4) (9.3) (7.6) (5.4) (5.7) 
Distribution  Paid (23.9) 0.0 (19.3) (32.9) (35.7) 
Chg in Gross Debt  103 (10.0) 7.57 5.35 5.73 

New units issued 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Other Financing CF (12.2) (12.2) (12.1) (13.2) (13.4) 

Net Financing CF 66.8 (22.2) (23.8) (40.8) (43.4) 
Currency Adjustments 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Chg in Cash (29.6) (19.8) (18.6) (11.5) (12.6) 
      

Operating CFPS (US cts.) (1.8) 2.24 3.32 5.67 6.16 
Free CFPS (US cts.) (15.0) 2.02 0.90 5.04 5.30 
Source: Company, DBS Bank 

 

 

 

 

 

Target Price & Ratings History 

 

Source: DBS Bank 

Analyst: Tabitha FOO 
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DBS Bank recommendations are based on an Absolute Total Return* Rating system, defined as follows: 

STRONG BUY (>20% total return over the next 3 months, with identifiable share price catalysts within this time frame) 

BUY (>15% total return over the next 12 months for small caps, >10% for large caps) 

HOLD (-10% to +15% total return over the next 12 months for small caps, -10% to +10% for large caps) 

FULLY VALUED (negative total return, i.e.,  > -10% over the next 12 months) 

SELL (negative total return of > -20% over the next 3 months, with identifiable share price catalysts within this time frame) 

*Share price appreciation + dividends 

 

Completed Date:  17 Aug 2022 06:40:22  (SGT) 

Dissemination Date: 17 Aug 2022 10:43:44  (SGT) 

 

Sources for all charts and tables are DBS Bank unless otherwise specified. 

 

GENERAL DISCLOSURE/DISCLAIMER  

This report is prepared by DBS Bank Ltd. This report is solely intended for the clients of DBS Bank Ltd, DBS Vickers Securities (Singapore) Pte 

Ltd, its respective connected and associated corporations and affiliates only and no part of this document may be (i) copied, photocopied or 

duplicated in any form or by any means or (ii) redistributed without the prior written consent of DBS Bank Ltd.      

 

The research set out in this report is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but we (which collectively refers to 

DBS Bank Ltd, DBS Vickers Securities (Singapore) Pte Ltd, its respective connected and associated corporations, affiliates and their 

respective directors, officers, employees and agents (collectively, the “DBS Group”) have not conducted due diligence on any of the 

companies, verified any information or sources or taken into account any other factors which we may consider to be relevant or appropriate 

in preparing the research.  Accordingly, we do not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy, completeness or correctness of 

the research set out in this report. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. This research is prepared for general 

circulation. Any recommendation contained in this document does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation 

and the particular needs of any specific addressee. This document is for the information of addressees only and is not to be taken in 

substitution for the exercise of judgement by addressees, who should obtain separate independent legal or financial advice. The DBS Group 

accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect and/or consequential loss (including any claims for loss of profit) arising from any use 

of and/or reliance upon this document and/or further communication given in relation to this document. This document is not to be 

construed as an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities. The DBS Group, along with its affiliates and/or persons 

associated with any of them may from time to time have interests in the securities mentioned in this document. The DBS Group, may have 

positions in, and may effect transactions in securities mentioned herein and may also perform or seek to perform broking, investment 

banking and other banking services for these companies. 

 

Any valuations, opinions, estimates, forecasts, ratings or risk assessments herein constitutes a judgment as of the date of this report, and 

there can be no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with any such valuations, opinions, estimates, forecasts, ratings or 

risk assessments. The information in this document is subject to change without notice, its accuracy is not guaranteed, it may be incomplete 

or condensed, it may not contain all material information concerning the company (or companies) referred to in this report and the DBS 

Group is under no obligation to update the information in this report. 

 

This publication has not been reviewed or authorized by any regulatory authority in Singapore, Hong Kong or elsewhere. There is no 

planned schedule or frequency for updating research publication relating to any issuer.   

 

The valuations, opinions, estimates, forecasts, ratings or risk assessments described in this report were based upon a number of estimates 

and assumptions and are inherently subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies. It can be expected that one or more of the 

estimates on which the valuations, opinions, estimates, forecasts, ratings or risk assessments were based will not materialize or will vary 

significantly from actual results. Therefore, the inclusion of the valuations, opinions, estimates, forecasts, ratings or risk assessments 

described herein IS NOT TO BE RELIED UPON as a representation and/or warranty by the DBS Group (and/or any persons associated with 

the aforesaid entities), that: 

 

(a)  such valuations, opinions, estimates, forecasts, ratings or risk assessments or their underlying assumptions will be achieved, and 

(b) there is any assurance that future results or events will be consistent with any such valuations, opinions, estimates, forecasts, ratings or 

risk assessments stated therein. 
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Please contact the primary analyst for valuation methodologies and assumptions associated with the covered companies or price targets. 

 

Any assumptions made in this report that refers to commodities, are for the purposes of making forecasts for the company (or companies) 

mentioned herein. They are not to be construed as recommendations to trade in the physical commodity or in the futures contract relating 

to the commodity referred to in this report.  

 

DBSVUSA, a US-registered broker-dealer, does not have its own investment banking or research department, has not participated in any 

public offering of securities as a manager or co-manager or in any other investment banking transaction in the past twelve months and does 

not engage in market-making.   

 

ANALYST CERTIFICATION 

The research analyst(s) primarily responsible for the content of this research report, in part or in whole, certifies that the views about the 

companies and their securities expressed in this report accurately reflect his/her personal views. The analyst(s) also certifies that no part of 

his/her compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to specific recommendations or views expressed in the report. The 

research analyst (s) primarily responsible for the content of this research report, in part or in whole, certifies that he or his associate1 does 

not serve as an officer of the issuer or the new listing applicant (which includes in the case of a real estate investment trust, an officer of the 

management company of the real estate investment trust; and in the case of any other entity, an officer or its equivalent counterparty of 

the entity who is responsible for the management of the issuer or the new listing applicant) and the research analyst(s) primarily 

responsible for the content of this research report or his associate does not have financial interests2  in relation to an issuer or a new 

listing applicant that the analyst reviews.  DBS Group has procedures in place to eliminate, avoid and manage any potential conflicts of 

interests that may arise in connection with the production of research reports.  The research analyst(s) responsible for this report operates 

as part of a separate and independent team to the investment banking function of the DBS Group and procedures are in place to ensure 

that confidential information held by either the research or investment banking function is handled appropriately.  There is no direct link of 

DBS Group's compensation to any specific investment banking function of the DBS Group. 

 

COMPANY-SPECIFIC / REGULATORY DISCLOSURES  

1. DBS Bank Ltd, DBS HK, DBS Vickers Securities (Singapore) Pte Ltd (''DBSVS'') or their subsidiaries and/or other affiliates  have a 

proprietary position in ARA US Hospitality Trust recommended in this report as of 31 Jul 2022. 

2. DBS Bank Ltd, DBS HK, DBSVS, their subsidiaries and/or other affiliates have a net long position exceeding 0.5% of the total issued 

share capital in ARA US Hospitality Trust recommended in this report as of 31 Jul 2022.      

3. DBS Bank Ltd, DBS HK, DBSVS, DBSVUSA or their subsidiaries and/or other affiliates beneficially own a total of 1% of any class of 

common equity securities of ARA US Hospitality Trust as of 31 Jul 2022. 

 

Compensation for investment banking services: 

4. DBSVUSA does not have its own investment banking or research department, nor has it participated in any public offering of 

securities as a manager or co-manager or in any other investment banking transaction in the past twelve months. Any US persons 

wishing to obtain further information, including any clarification on disclosures in this disclaimer, or to effect a transaction in any 

security discussed in this document should contact DBSVUSA exclusively.            

 

Disclosure of previous investment recommendation produced: 

5. DBS Bank Ltd, DBS Vickers Securities (Singapore) Pte Ltd (''DBSVS''), their subsidiaries and/or other affiliates may have published 

other investment recommendations in respect of the same securities / instruments recommended in this research report during 

the preceding 12 months. Please contact the primary analyst listed on page 1 of this report to view previous investment 

recommendations published by DBS Bank Ltd, DBS Vickers Securities (Singapore) Pte Ltd (''DBSVS''), their subsidiaries and/or other 

affiliates in the preceding 12 months.      

 
1 An associate is defined as (i) the spouse, or any minor child (natural or adopted) or minor step-child, of the analyst; (ii) the trustee of a trust 

of which the analyst, his spouse, minor child (natural or adopted) or minor step-child, is a beneficiary or discretionary object; or (iii) another 

person accustomed or obliged to act in accordance with the directions or instructions of the analyst.   

2 Financial interest is defined as interests that are commonly known financial interest, such as investment in the securities in respect of an 

issuer or a new listing applicant, or financial accommodation arrangement between the issuer or the new listing applicant and the firm or 

analysis.  This term does not include commercial lending conducted at arm's length, or investments in any collective investment scheme 

other than an issuer or new listing applicant notwithstanding the fact that the scheme has investments in securities in respect of an issuer 

or a new listing applicant.   
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RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION  

General This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or 

resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, 

availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. 

 

Australia This report is being distributed in Australia by DBS Bank Ltd, DBS Vickers Securities (Singapore) Pte Ltd (“DBSVS”) or 

DBSV HK. DBS Bank Ltd holds Australian Financial Services Licence no. 475946. 
 

DBS Bank Ltd, DBSVS and DBSV HK are exempted from the requirement to hold an Australian Financial Services 

Licence under the Corporation Act 2001 (“CA”) in respect of financial services provided to the recipients. Both DBS 

and DBSVS are regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore under the laws of Singapore, and DBSV HK is 

regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission under the laws of Hong Kong, which differ from 

Australian laws. 
 

Distribution of this report is intended only for “wholesale investors” within the meaning of the CA. 

 

Hong Kong This report has been prepared by a personnel of DBS Bank Ltd, who is not licensed by the Hong Kong Securities 

and Futures Commission to carry on the regulated activity of advising on securities in Hong Kong pursuant to the 

Securities and Futures Ordinance (Chapter 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong). This report is being distributed in Hong 

Kong and is attributable to DBS Bank (Hong Kong) Limited (''DBS HK''), a registered institution registered with the 

Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission to carry on the regulated activity of advising on securities pursuant 

to the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Chapter 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong). DBS Bank Ltd., Hong Kong 

Branch is a limited liability company incorporated in Singapore. 
 

For any query regarding the materials herein, please contact Dennis Lam (Reg No. AH8290) at dbsvhk@dbs.com 

 

Indonesia This report is being distributed in Indonesia by PT DBS Vickers Sekuritas Indonesia.  

 

Malaysia This report is distributed in Malaysia by AllianceDBS Research Sdn Bhd ("ADBSR"). Recipients of this report, 

received from ADBSR are to contact the undersigned at 603-2604 3333 in respect of any matters arising from or in 

connection with this report. In addition to the General Disclosure/Disclaimer found at the preceding page, 

recipients of this report are advised that ADBSR (the preparer of this report), its holding company Alliance 

Investment Bank Berhad, their respective connected and associated corporations, affiliates, their directors, officers, 

employees, agents and parties related or associated with any of them may have positions in, and may effect 

transactions in the securities mentioned herein and may also perform or seek to perform broking, investment  

banking/corporate advisory and other services for the subject companies. They may also have received 

compensation and/or seek to obtain compensation for broking, investment banking/corporate advisory and other 

services from the subject companies. 

 
Wong Ming Tek, Executive Director, ADBSR 

 

Singapore This report is distributed in Singapore by DBS Bank Ltd (Company Regn. No. 196800306E) or DBSVS (Company 

Regn No. 198600294G), both of which are Exempt Financial Advisers as defined in the Financial Advisers Act and 

regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. DBS Bank Ltd and/or DBSVS, may distribute reports produced 

by its respective foreign entities, affiliates or other foreign research houses pursuant to an arrangement under 

Regulation 32C of the Financial Advisers Regulations. Where the report is distributed in Singapore to a person who 

is not an Accredited Investor, Expert Investor or an Institutional Investor, DBS Bank Ltd accepts legal responsibility 

for the contents of the report to such persons only to the extent required by law. Singapore recipients should 

contact DBS Bank Ltd at 6878 8888 for matters arising from, or in connection with the report. 

 

Thailand This report is being distributed in Thailand by DBS Vickers Securities (Thailand) Co Ltd.  

 

For any query regarding the materials herein, please contact Chanpen Sirithanarattanakul at research@th.dbs.com 
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United 

Kingdom 

This report is produced by DBS Bank Ltd which is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.  
 

This report is disseminated in the United Kingdom by DBS Bank Ltd, London Branch (“DBS UK”). DBS UK is 

authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority 

and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the 

Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. 
 

In respect of the United Kingdom, this report is solely intended for the clients of DBS UK, its respective connected 

and associated corporations and affiliates only and no part of this document may be (i) copied, photocopied or 

duplicated in any form or by any means or (ii) redistributed without the prior written consent of DBS UK, This 

communication is directed at persons having professional experience in matters relating to investments. Any 

investment activity following from this communication will only be engaged in with such persons. Persons who do 

not have professional experience in matters relating to investments should not rely on this communication. 

 

Dubai 

International 

Financial 

Centre  

This communication is provided to you as a Professional Client or Market Counterparty as defined in the DFSA 

Rulebook Conduct of Business Module (the "COB Module"), and should not be relied upon or acted on by any 

person which does not meet the criteria to be classified as a Professional Client or Market Counterparty under the 

DFSA rules. 
 

This communication is from the branch of DBS Bank Ltd operating in the Dubai International Financial Centre (the 

"DIFC") under the trading name "DBS Bank Ltd. (DIFC Branch)" ("DBS DIFC"), registered with the DIFC Registrar of 

Companies under number 156 and having its registered office at units 608 - 610, 6th Floor, Gate Precinct Building 

5, PO Box 506538, DIFC, Dubai, United Arab Emirates.  
 

DBS DIFC is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (the "DFSA") with a DFSA reference number 

F000164. For more information on DBS DIFC and its affiliates, please see http://www.dbs.com/ae/our--

network/default.page. 
 

Where this communication contains a research report, this research report is prepared by the entity referred to 

therein, which may be DBS Bank Ltd or a third party, and is provided to you by DBS DIFC. The research report has 

not been reviewed or authorised by the DFSA. Such research report is distributed on the express understanding 

that, whilst the information contained within is believed to be reliable, the information has not been independently 

verified by DBS DIFC. 
 

Unless otherwise indicated, this communication does not constitute an "Offer of Securities to the Public" as 

defined under Article 12 of the Markets Law (DIFC Law No.1 of 2012) or an "Offer of a Unit of a Fund" as defined 

under Article 19(2) of the Collective Investment Law (DIFC Law No.2 of 2010). 
 

The DFSA has no responsibility for reviewing or verifying this communication or any associated documents in 

connection with this investment and it is not subject to any form of regulation or approval by the DFSA. 

Accordingly, the DFSA has not approved this communication or any other associated documents in connection 

with this investment nor taken any steps to verify the information set out in this communication or any associated 

documents, and has no responsibility for them. The DFSA has not assessed the suitability of any investments to 

which the communication relates and, in respect of any Islamic investments (or other investments identified to be 

Shari'a compliant), neither we nor the DFSA has determined whether they are Shari'a compliant in any way. 
 

Any investments which this communication relates to may be illiquid and/or subject to restrictions on their resale. 

Prospective purchasers should conduct their own due diligence on any investments. If you do not understand the 

contents of this document you should consult an authorised financial adviser. 

 

  

http://www.dbs.com/ae/our--network/default.page.
http://www.dbs.com/ae/our--network/default.page.
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United States This report was prepared by DBS Bank Ltd.  DBSVUSA did not participate in its preparation.  The research 

analyst(s) named on this report are not registered as research analysts with FINRA and are not associated persons 

of DBSVUSA. The research analyst(s) are not subject to FINRA Rule 2241 restrictions on analyst compensation, 

communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst. 

This report is being distributed in the United States by DBSVUSA, which accepts responsibility for its contents. This 

report may only be distributed to Major U.S. Institutional Investors (as defined in SEC Rule 15a-6) and to such other 

institutional investors and qualified persons as DBSVUSA may authorize.  Any U.S. person receiving this report who 

wishes to effect transactions in any securities referred to herein should contact DBSVUSA directly and not its 

affiliate.  

 

Other 

jurisdictions 

In any other jurisdictions, except if otherwise restricted by laws or regulations, this report is intended only for 

qualified, professional, institutional or sophisticated investors as defined in the laws and regulations of such 

jurisdictions. 
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